Evolutionary theory is one of the most wide-ranging and inspiring of scientific ideas. It offers a battery of methods that can be used to help us understand human behavior. Nevertheless, the legitimacy of this exercise is at the center of a heated controversy that has raged for over a century. Many evolutionary biologists, anthropologists and psychologists have taken these evolutionary principles and tried using them to explain a wide range of human characteristics, such as homicide, religion and sex differences in behavior. Others, however, are sceptical of these interpretations. Moreover, researchers disagree as to the best ways to use evolution to explore humanity, and a number of schools have emerged. ‘Sense and Nonsense’ provides an introduction to the ideas, methods, and findings of five such schools, namely, sociobiology, human behavioural ecology, evolutionary psychology, memetics, and gene-culture co-evolution. Carefully guiding the reader through the mire of confusing terminology, claim and counter-claim, and polemical statements, Laland and Brown provide a balanced, rigorous analysis that scrutinizes both the evolutionary arguments and the allegations of the critics. This is a book that will be make fascinating reading for popular science readers, undergraduate and postgraduate students (for example, in psychology, anthropology and zoology), and to experts on one approach who would like to know more about the other perspectives. Having completed this book the reader will feel better placed to assess the legitimacy of claims made about human behavior under the name of evolution, and to make judgements as to what is sense and what is nonsense.
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Building Customer Value Through World-Class Operations, Robert D. Klassen, Larry J. Menor, 2006, Business & Economics, 425 pages. Cases in Operations Management: Building Customer Value Through World-Class Operations is unique in its strong grounding in real-world decisions. The cases are structured into E. Annie Proulx's Accordion Crimes is a masterpiece of storytelling that spans a century and a continent. Proulx brings the immigrant experience in America to life through the. Biografi over den fra 2. verdenskrig kendte tyske flyvergeneral, Adolf Galland.

The Two Tone Story, George Marshall, Jan 1, 1993, History, 111 pages. Chronicles the rise and fall of British ska/new wave label 2-Tone, created by Jerry Dammers to promote his band the Specials.
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Safe Return Home: An Inspirational Book for Caregivers of Alzheimer's, Tom Batiuk, Charles W. Ayers, Chuck Ayers, 1998, Humor, 112 pages. A collection of Crankshaft cartoons that feature two characters who suffer from Alzheimer's disease. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections. A biography of the tormented and obsessed writer assesses Exley's turbulent personal life, his alcoholism and mental illness, and his literary works--especially his seminal A. The intrigue and passion of The Falcon and the Sparrow will leave you breathless. Follow the trail of Dominique Dawson, a reluctant spy who is forced to betray England or never.

On nature, Leroy S. Rouner, Oct 1, 1984, Philosophy, 188 pages

Mia the Meek, Eileen Boggess, Dec 1, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 155 pages. For ages 12+. Mia Fullerton has earned her nickname because of her timidity among her middle school classmates. Now, as high school begins, she is determined to change her A History of the Thames Side Promenade Miniature Railways The Story of the Miniature Railways Run by Harold Judd on the Thames Side Promenade in Reading, Including His Other Railway Interests on the South Coast, Peter Scott, Jan 1, 2005, Railroads, Miniature, 80 pages "Throughout Mischief Night the rhymes, the larks, the brutal punch-lines tug Lumsden’s poems off the page and into the living context they describe." - Verse.
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Developing effective training skills, Tony Pont, Dec 1, 1990, Business & Economics, 118 pages
The Black Arts Enterprise and the Production of African American Poetry, Howard Rambsy II, Aug 29, 2013, Literary Criticism, 198 pages. DIVA closer look at the poets and publishers who made the Black Arts Movement such an enduring cultural enterprise/div On the Edge of the Cold War: American Diplomats and Spies in Postwar Prague, Igor Lukes, Apr 10, 2012, History, 296 pages. In 1945, both the U.S. State Department and U.S. Intelligence saw Czechoslovakia as the master key to the balance of power in Europe and as a chessboard for the power-game
Edwin Lutyens Country Houses, Gavin Stamp, 2001, Architect-designed houses, 192 pages. This selection of Edward Lutyen's work represents all the phases of his career. Included are examples of his Surrey-vernacular style, early arts and crafts houses and his carefully
Wrinkles Wallace Knights of Night School, Marquin Parks, May 1, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 174 pages. Follow the zany adventures of Wrinkles Wallace and his classmates who have to come together as a team to outsmart their teacher and pass 5th Grade. After all, they've failed it
The Hunted, Alan Jacobson, Jul 1, 2014, Fiction, 512 pages. How well do you really know the person you love? How far would you go to find out? If there were one person in the world Dr. Lauren Chambers was sure she could rely on, it was

Mass media writing, Elise K. Parsigian, Mar 1, 1992, Language Arts & Disciplines, 355 pages. This innovative book is the first to identify and describe the systematic process that drives the day-to-day work of writers in the real world of print and broadcast journalism.
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Spiritual Awakening to a New World, Raymond Moyer, Nov 22, 2004, Religion

Sunday Morning Quarterback Going Deep on the Strategies, Myths & Mayhem of Football, Phil Simms, Vic Carucci, Oct 26, 2004, Sports & Recreation, 224 pages. An in-depth and surprising look at the game, Sunday Morning Quarterback will dramatically change the way you watch football. You’ve heard all the football clichés: "Their Sense and Nonsense: Evolutionary Perspectives on Human Behaviour 2002" The Blue Hippopotamus A Semi-autobiographical Novel As Told by Earle Porlock, Paul Ehrlich, Aug 1, 2012, Fiction, 344 pages. Writing The Blue Hippopotamus was great fun—sort of reliving my early life and making some incidents even better than they were the first time. What I wanted most of all was Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests.
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Peas!, Andy Cullen, Simon Rickerty, 2009, Peas, 27 pages. Have you ever wondered how a tiny little pea gets from a peapod on to your plate? They haven't got legs so they can't walk; They haven't got wings so they can't fly. So, how doTop Drugs: Top Synthetic Routes, John Saunders, May 18, 2000, Science, 96 pages. This book will allow students to see how the organic chemistry taught in undergraduate courses is applied by medicinal chemists in industry. Many of today's best selling drugs Technology Transfer in a Global Economy, David B. Audretsch, Erik E. Lehmann, Albert N. Link, Alexander Starnecker, Dec 16, 2012, Business & Economics, 410 pages. Technology transfer—the process of sharing and disseminating knowledge, skills, scientific discoveries, production methods, and other innovations among universities Kevin N. Laland, Gillian R. Brown 2002 This publication describes the scientific principles and techniques used for resource management of elasmobranch fisheries with emphasis on the particular context of. For American education to meet the challenges of the 21st century, skilled leaders are needed to transform struggling schools into high quality learning communities. This book. An understanding of drug interactions has become essential to the practice of medicine. Since publication of the first edition of this Concise Guide in 2001, our increasing.
Ecological carnage in the Himalaya, Vir Singh, Anil Kumar, Jan 1, 1995, Nature, 177 pages. The book is written in 15 chapters by the eminent mountain scholars. The author attempts to present the scenario of ecological carnage in the Himalayas with concrete.

The Prologue, Geoffrey Chaucer, 2008, History, 192 pages. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections.


Carbohydrate Chemistry provides review coverage of all publications relevant to the chemistry of monosaccharides and oligosaccharides in a given year. The amount of research in.
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Howl and Other Poems Pocket Poets Number 4, Allen Ginsberg, Jun 1, 1956, Poetry, 44 pages.
Ginsberg's love for a man with whom he shared some of life's worst experiences is celebrated in poems which were once the subject of a prolonged court trial
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